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How Do You Entertain and Modernize Diverse Customers Across
a Vast Nation?
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Since 1979, customers in Argentina have looked to Carsa S.A. for the best in home electronics and
appliances. The company’s declared mission is to provide outstanding customer service, first in its
physical stores across the nation, and now also through its leading-edge online marketplace. With a focus
on logistical efficiency and superb technical support, it aims to keep its diverse customer base comfortable
and satisfied.
Recognizing that new technologies had improved logistics and user interface through in-memory
processing, Carsa recently updated its systems. It wanted to run the SAP® Transportation Management
application and analytics based on the SAP Fiori ® user experience on the SAP HANA® business data
platform. Relying on SAP Enterprise Support and product value maps delivered by the SAP Digital
Business Services organization, Carsa identified the tools and expertise required, eliminated the need for
third-party consulting, and protected business continuity throughout the deployment.
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“With outlets and customers across
Argentina, we depend on rigorous
logistics and a positive user experience
at all touch points. We aim to improve
our logistic scenario by implementing
SAP Transportation Management.”
Sergio José Del Castillo, SAP Basis Architect, Carsa S.A.

SAP®

With systems fine-tuned through
Enterprise Support services and the SAP Transportation Management
application, Carsa can now access KPIs in a browser to improve shipment and support of products for entertainment,
including music, films, and games; electronics, including LEDs, tablets, notebooks, cameras, and cell phones; and
home appliances, including refrigerators, washing machines, air conditioners, and microwave ovens.
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Updating Logistics and Analytics with
SAP® Enterprise Support
Carsa S.A.
Resistencia, Argentina
www.musimundo.com

Entertainment and home appliance giant Carsa upgraded its transportation management systems to run
in a high-availability environment running on SAP HANA. It also built an analytics structure based on
SAP Fiori to deliver data on KPIs through mobile devices.

Industry
Retail

Before: Challenges and Opportunities
• Improve tracking of transportation processes and costs to tighten logistics and raise ROI
• Sharpen competitive edge with shorter delivery times
• Increase satisfaction of customers in physical stores

Products and Services
Household appliances,
electronics, and entertainment
products
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Employees
2,500
Revenue
US$625 million
SAP® Solutions
SAP HANA® business data
platform, SAP® Transportation
Management application,
SAP Fiori® user experience,
and SAP Enterprise Support
services

Why SAP
• Guidance from robust value maps for scoping major projects
• Improvement of project implementation of mission-critical software by providing guidance, best practices,
and documentation
• Continuous quality checks in SAP Enterprise Support to safeguard implementation
After: Value-Driven Results
• Saved time by quickly identifying the tools and expertise needed to install SAP Fiori
• Better availability by designing and implementing a high-availability environment for transportation
management on SAP HANA
• Improved visibility and performance by empowering users to view KPIs through a browser on mobile devices

“SAP Fiori and SAP Transportation Management now run smoothly on
SAP HANA thanks to the best practices provided by SAP Enterprise
Support services. And SAP Enterprise Support value maps helped us
successfully deploy analytics for viewing KPIs through SAP Fiori.”
Sergio José Del Castillo, SAP Basis Architect, Carsa S.A.
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Cost-effective
Technical implementation with no thirdparty assistance

High-availability
Environment for transportation
management and analytics on SAP HANA

Transparent
KPIs available on mobile devices
through SAP Fiori
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